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River Wards Environment Tour 
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Clean Air Council, community members, and neighborhood organizations toured the neighborhood 
environment in Port Richmond and Bridesburg to educate policy-makers on the local impacts of 

environmental hazards in the Philadelphia region.  

Clean Air Council, community members and neighborhood organizations developed an extensive tour of 
the local environment in Philadelphia’s most hazardous area.  Located next to I-95, Tioga Marine 
Terminal, chemical storage and processing facilities, superfund sites, and their fair share of vacant land, 
residents in the Philadelphia neighborhoods of Bridesburg and Port Richmond have long dealt with 
environmental pollution in their communities. Many of these hazards are close to local parks and 
elementary, middle and high schools.  

Residents used data on air emissions and chemical storage freely available online from the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency (E.P.A.) to map where potential hazards are located in the 
neighborhood. They added to this map by pointing out other sources of pollution, such as scrapyards, 
that are not all monitored by government agencies. The tour took included local officials from Air 
Management Services and the Philadelphia City Planning Commission. 

Over the years, many of the largest producers of pollution, such as the Rohm and Haas chemical plant 
and the Philadelphia Coke facility, have been closed and demolished.  Resident’s though are still 
concerned with protecting neighborhood resources from the remaining environmental issues that could 
pose threats to public health. Chemical spills, emissions from facilities, and the persistence of diesel 
truck traffic are regular concerns in both neighborhoods.  

“Truck traffic has been awful here for well over 20 years,” said Dan Adair, long-term Bridesburg resident. 
“now we’ve got trucks coming through the neighborhood and passing two elementary schools along the 
way. All day, every day.” Adair points out that with the recent addition of an asphalt crushing facility and 
the expansion of I-95 “there has been even more construction moving through the neighborhood.” For 
Adair and many neighborhood residents, truck idling and pollution are their primary concerns.  

Pete DeCarlo, an atmospheric chemist at Drexel University, measured the concentration of particulate 
matter along the tour route. As the tour drove past the first of many scrapyards in the area, particulate 
matter emissions spiked on the air monitor. “We breathe these particles,” says DeCarlo, “and high 
concentrations of them can be detrimental to our health and cause respiratory problems.”  

The number and diversity of environmental hazards is particularly high compared to other areas in the 
region. “These neighborhoods have the highest concentration of environmentally hazardous sites or 
facilities in the entire city of Philadelphia,” said Diane Sicotte, Environmental Sociologist at Drexel 



University, “and are among the most burdened in the entire nine-county Philadelphia Metropolitan 
area.  They suffer from heavy truck traffic, and also polluting factories, power plants, Superfund 
hazardous wastes sites, waste disposal facilities and other hazardous land uses.”  

Using the riverfront as an industrial zone is not new. “This concentration of hazards stems from the early 
industrialization of these communities,” says Sicotte “and the placement of heavy industry along 
the Delaware River early in Philadelphia's history.” These land-use decisions were made before 
regulatory agencies understood the impacts on health that industry still poses.  

Clean Air Council and area residents organized the tour to bring many of the environmental issues in the 
area to light. Preventing new hazardous facilities from locating in or next to neighborhoods is largely up 
to residents’ ability to publicly oppose them. In the River Wards, this includes heavy-duty truck traffic 
and asphalt crushing and scrap metal processing facilities. 

The tour began in Campbell Square, a small public park maintained by neighborhood residents, and 
continued through the old coal rail lines, port operations, and the still remaining chemical industry in 
northern Bridesburg. Scrapmetal and asphalt recycling are common industries in the area, diesel 
emissions from heavy-duty truck traffic are a constant, and the remnants of shuttered factories are now 
either large covered piles of contaminated material or vacant lots. While many of the worst polluting 
facilities have been closed down, remaining facilities are still emitting air and soil pollution of concern to 
residents today. 

Many of the existing facilities are required to file for air pollution permits that limit the amount of 
emissions and type of equipment they are allowed to operate. Many of the larger facilities are also 
required to self-report the amount and type of emissions they release. However, zoning in the city only 
requires that industry locate in designated industrial land-use regardless of distance from residential 
land-use. With current zoning, polluting industry will continue to sit next door to homes, schools, and 
public parks in Philadelphia.  

 

 

 

  


